
Worship Team 
Expectations & Responsibilities 

Overview 
We are not to be the replacement for anyone’s private or corporate worship but an enhancement.

Team Leader Expectations 
1. Provide a monthly schedule for Worship Team volunteers. 
2. Send a text reminder to your respective Worship Team members prior to the Sunday they 

are scheduled to serve. 
3. Provide any necessary training/orientation to your volunteers and actively seek additional 

people to serve throughout the course of the year. 

Team Responsibilities 
1. On a personal level as an individual, expectations and responsibilities are for anyone 

desiring to participate in team worship a passion and commitment to a life that not only 
declares the praises of our Lord through music and song but one also that through the 
dynamic of growing in the grace and knowledge of the Lord demonstrates a personal 
holiness that is reflective of the character and nature of the new life we have through Christ 
Jesus. 

2. On a corporate level expectations and responsibilities center around helping usher an 
atmosphere of worship that is inviting to the presence of the Lord and engaging the 
congregation in the public exercise of praise. 

3. To do our best to personally engage in worship and helping lead others corporately to do 
so, which includes preparation and participation in scheduled practices, the learning of 
songs whether as a vocalist or musician. Our main desire is not to be great but genuine. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. What time am I expected to serve? to arrive? A schedule of worship teams and their 

assigned times will be sent in advance to all participants, as will scheduled practices. 
Practice times may vary weekly depending on the availability of everyone involved that 
particular week. There will be times you may have to miss practice but this doesn’t 
automatically mean you are disqualified from participating on your scheduled Sunday. 
Normally on any given Sunday those helping lead worship that day are asked to arrive 45 
to 1 hour earlier that start of worship time. This allows for last minute run throughs and 
sound checks to ensure all is working according to plan. There is no strict dress code for 



worship teams but just be mindful that as our singing and music is to point to Jesus we 
don’t want anything including attire to be a distraction from that. Modesty is the best policy. 

Additional Expectations 
Anyone desiring to be a part of the worship team is certainly encouraged to enquire about how to 
do so. It would involve an personal non formal, casual interview with me. We are always looking to 
add to the worship experience here at Coral Hill. We’re not trying to be big but we definitely want 
to give anyone gifted in the are of singing, playing instruments or serving as a sound technician the 
opportunity to serve with us in these capacities.


